The Masonry Construction & Inspection Certification Workshop is supported by the following organizations:
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Whether designing, building, testing or inspecting, when you’re working with masonry, understanding all of the codes and specifications governing the various masonry components (block, brick, grout, mortar and steel) is essential. Equally important is understanding the role of each of the team players involved with a masonry project. That’s why this one-of-a-kind workshop was developed. Unique in its big-picture approach to masonry it offers the latest information on all aspects of Design, Workmanship and Materials. Members from the entire masonry family, from building inspectors and architects to masons and engineers, are in attendance at each class. The course instructors are 5 distinguished members of our industry each with a lifetime of “on the job” experience. Instructors present both basic and up-to-date issues in their field while focusing on how each discipline works with the others to ensure quality masonry.

NEW CODES & STANDARDS
Workshop covers all the new codes and standards used in masonry: 2011 and 2013 TMS 402/602 (Formally ACI 530/530.1); Updated ASTM Standards referenced by the 5th Edition Florida Building Code; Updated BIA and NCMA Tech Notes; changes to the Florida 5th Edition masonry chapter and much more!

- Only masonry certification workshop in Florida
- Over 6000 people have taken the course over 20 years
- Seven other states have modeled courses after the Masonry Workshop

CONTINUING EDUCATION
15 CEU Hours for CILB, PE & AIA Florida Members

COST
$399 per person
(Includes TMS 402/602 Codes book. Other course materials distributed via USB flash drive. Please bring your laptop)

$349 per person for MAF Members
OR
$699.00 per person
(Includes TMS 402/602 Codes book and the printed Masonry Workshop Binder.) Must give two weeks advance notice to take the course with a printed binder)

LOCATION
FC&PA
6353 Lee Vista Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32833

REGISTER ONLINE
www.masonryworkshop.com